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Executive Summary
The Edgerton Fire Protection District (EFPD or “the District”) District Operating Agreement (“the
Agreement”), attached as Appendix 1, initially enacted May 7, 1992, Article XI, Paragraph A, sentence one
states, “The Board of Trustees may from time to time either attach or detach from the Edgerton Fire
Protection District such contiguous areas as they may direct, provided that there is a two-thirds (2/3) vote of
the Board on any proposed attachment or detachment.” Article XI, Paragraph A, sentence three further
states, “Provided further that detachment or attachment shall be predicated upon the overall consideration
of sound fire protection for the areas involved.”
This Staff Report is prepared pursuant to Article XI, Paragraph A, sentence three, to assess the District’s
ability to provide sound fire protection to the areas requested by the petitioning parties, giving consideration
to the commitments made in their petition, while ensuring that providing such protection does not negatively
impact the District’s ability to continue to provide sound fire protection to the areas currently protected by
the District.
While the original EFPD Agreement specifically states, “…. fire protection …”, the District today provides both
fire and emergency medical services; therefore, this Staff Report looks at the soundness of today’s overall
scope of services. Further, the original EFPD Agreement calls for the soundness of service to be the sole
determining factor in the assessment. This Staff Report takes a wide view of soundness to include:
 Operational soundness
 Financial soundness
 Governance soundness
Viewing 2022 from the perspective of a historian looking back at this point in time, the period will be
remembered as a time where:
- Local government finds itself struggling to meet growing demand for services under strict expense
controls established by the State, commonly referred to as “Act 10”, that limit the amount a
municipality may increase its Operating Levy to the amount of Net New Construction during the
previous year; and,
- The volunteer and paid-on-call fire and emergency medical service finds itself struggling to deliver
service as volunteering has been on the decline over the last decade, the median age of those
continuing to volunteer has reached a point where the physical demands of the modern fire/EMS
service exceeds the physical abilities of the aging workforce, an unusually tight labor market has
dramatically reduced the availability of people looking for part time positions, and the culture of the
current generation focuses more on personal time and less on community service; and,
- The COVID-19 Pandemic era significantly impacted the labor pool to the degree that almost anyone
that wants a job in private industry in the post-pandemic timeframe is able to secure one, leading to a
very limited pool of candidates seeking jobs in the emergency services professions.
- The combination of the above is forcing smaller fire and EMS entities to tell their governing bodies
that they can no longer provide service to the community, local governments unable to raise taxes
enough to begin paying for services that were virtually free for over a century, and even for those
that have the financial ability to pay, a very limited labor pool available to hire.
- As a result, government and emergency services leaders are being forced to look at working together
in ways that were never expected. Consolidations, mergers, integrations, cooperative arrangements,
regionalizations, etc.
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Somewhat fortuitus, the City of Edgerton and Townships of Albion, Fulton, Porter, and Sumner
actually blazed the trail of consolidation, merger, integration, cooperation, and mini-regionalization
thirty years ago in 1992 when they worked together to form the Edgerton Fire Protection District.
While not perfect, the Agreement created by the founders of the District has stood the test of time,
and presents a well thought through framework for the next generation of consolidation, merger,
integration, cooperation, and regionalization.

Background on the Petition
The City and Town of Milton currently own and operate a Fire Department constituted under Wis. Stat.
Chapter 66. that provides fire protection and emergency medical service to 100 percent of both entities, is
governed by a body known as the Milton Joint Fire Commission made up of six representatives, three each
from the City and Township of Milton; and who contracts to provide fire protection and EMS service to all or
portions of the Townships of Harmony, Johnstown, Koshkonong, and Lima.
In total the current Milton Fire Department provides fire protection and EMS service to 100% of the City and
Township of Milton, and portions of the Townships of Harmony, Johnstown, Koshkonong and Lima covering 90
total square miles, an estimated population of 12,000, and property with an Equalized Value of
$1,206,641,860.
Over the course of the past several years the City and Town of Milton have studied, reviewed, evaluated, and
trialed various management and operational structures for its jointly owned Fire Department. In March of
2021 the Town of Milton reached out to the Edgerton Fire Protection District and asked about the potential of
petitioning for membership into the Edgerton Fire Protection District. Those initial conversations quickly
evolved to conversations including the other Townships, Harmony, Johnstown, Koshkonong, and Lima.
After considerable study, review, and evaluation, the Townships of Harmony, Johnstown, Lima and Milton
contracted with Legal Counsel to draft a petition for membership into the Edgerton Fire Protection District
effective January 1, 2023; with the working assumption that the Town of Milton would file formal notification
with the City of Milton to withdraw from joint ownership of the current Milton Fire Department on or before
the deadline defined in the current Milton Fire Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA).
The Town of Koshkonong was extended an opportunity to participate but given the small number of
properties in the Township protected by the Milton Fire Department elected to not participate as a petitioning
entity, and expressed a desire to remain a contract for service entity.
During the study, review, and evaluation period the City of Milton City Council voted unanimously on
September 21, 2021, to cease other discussions underway and to direct their City Administrator to enter into
discussions with EFPD Staff on joining with the Townships in potentially petitioning to join the EFPD.
From that point forward, and following a series of meetings involving the City’s and Township’s Legal Counsel
it was decided that the best path forward was to evolve the draft petition to include all entities; and to
develop a five-entity Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) binding them together to share all the up-front costs
and capital investments included in the draft petition.
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On Wednesday, December 15, 2021, the Town Boards of Harmony, Johnstown and Milton, and the City
Council of the City of Milton met in joint session and unanimously approved signing the petition and IGA. On
Wednesday, December 22, 2021, the Town Board of Lima met and unanimously approved signing the petition
and IGA.
The signed Petition, IGA and supporting documentation were formally presented to the Edgerton Fire
Protection District Board at their January 12, 2022, meeting.

Procedure to address petition for membership to District:
The procedure to address a petition for membership to the District is defined in Section XI. A. of the current
Agreement.
While originally written in anticipation that adjacent municipalities may someday petition for small sections of
an adjoining municipality be added to the District, the process outlined is effective in providing guidance
whether the petition is for one or two square miles of a single municipality, or in this case, over 110 square
miles encompassing all or portions of five municipalities.
The EFPD Board of District Commissioners, in anticipation of receiving the petition for membership requested
its Legal Counsel to prepare a summary “Procedure to address petition for membership to District”, which was
prepared and reviewed with the Board at their August 12, 2021, meeting; and was subsequently shared with
the petitioning entities. That document is attached as Appendix 3.
In summary the document laid out the following steps:
Step 1 – A municipality seeking to join the Edgerton Fire Protection District files a petition with the Board of
Commissioners.
Step 2 – The Board of Commissioners evaluates the ability of the District to provide sound fire protection and
EMS services for the petitioner.
Step 3 – If the Board of Commissioners determines that the District can provide sound overall fire protection and
EMS services for the petitioner, the Board of Commissioners determines under what terms the fire
protection and EMS services can be provided. The Board of Commissioners then determines how the
current District Operating Agreement must be amended to accommodate the addition.
Step 4 – The Board of Commissioners negotiates the terms of the amendment of the Agreement with the
petitioner.
Step 5 – The Common Council of the City of Edgerton and the Town Boards of the Town of Albion, Fulton,
Porter, and Sumner vote on whether to approve the proposed amendments to the Agreement. A 2/3
vote of all signatories to the Agreement is required to approve the amendments.
Step 6 – If the proposed amendments to the Agreement are not approved:
A. The Board of Commissioners engages in further negotiations with petitioner regarding the
terms of the amendment of the Agreement; or,
B. The petition for membership to the District is denied.
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In “Step 3” above, the District’s Legal Counsel states (paraphrased), to begin the process of determining if the
District can provide sound overall fire protection and EMS services for the petitioner, the Commission meets
in closed session to discuss the terms for providing fire protection and EMS services and the necessary
amendments to the Agreement. The terms to be discussed include:
a. Areas of petitioner to be included in the District.
b. Assets to be contributed to the District by petitioner.
c. Number of members to the Board of Commissioners and number of alternates to be allocated to
petitioner.
d. Confirmation of tax levy obligation of petitioner.
e. Confirmation of any capital contribution required of petitioner.
f. Extent to which fire protection and EMS services are to be provided to petitioner from current District
fire/EMS station including whether additional station(s) or location(s) will be required.
g. Timeline for petitioner to fulfill its obligations.
In addition to assessing the District’s ability to provide sound service to the areas requested by the
petitioners, staff has also looked at:
h. Ensuring continued sound fire and EMS protection to the current areas protected by the District.
i. The financial soundness of the petition
j. Governance soundness
k. Recommendations on updates and modifications to the current Agreement if the Board chooses to
proceed with discussions.

Completeness of Petition
Before evaluating soundness, the petition itself was evaluated to confirm the petitioners included all
information requested by the District in order to properly evaluate the soundness of providing services. As
previously stated, the “Procedure to address petition for membership to District” prepared by the District’s
Legal Counsel, after being reviewed by the District Board of Commissioners, was shared with the petitioning
municipalities. Specifically, the petitioners were asked to include the following information in their Petition:
a. The areas, listed by municipality, and further broken down by Township Section Number where
required, that the petitioners are asking the District to provide fire and emergency medical service to.
The information requested is contained in the Petition, and can be found on Page 5, Paragraph 12;
and is summarized below:
Table 1 – Summary of municipality area, population, and equalized values
Portion to be
Municipalities
Square Mileage
Population (2020)
Protected
Harmony
80%
17.84
2115
Johnstown
100%
36.2
766
Lima
45.8%
19
900
Milton, City
100%
4.4
5716
Milton, Town
100%
33
2988
Total
110.44
12,485
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Equalized Value
$258,853,840
$96,426,000
$51,558,466
$426,169,500
$405,270,400
$1,238,278,206

NOTE: The square miles, population, and equalized values listed above are slightly greater than those associated with
the statistics of the current Milton Fire Department because the Towns of Johnstown and Lima have asked
for protection of slightly larger areas than are protected by the current Milton Fire Department.

b. Assets, both real property and equipment, that the petitioners commit to contribute to the District.
The information requested is contained in the Petition, and can be found on Pages 2 and 3,
Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5.
c. The number of voting members and alternates on the Board of Commissioners the petitioners
request to be allocated to the petitioners. The information requested is contained in the Petition, and
can be found on Page 4, Paragraph 8.
d. The Equalized Value of the areas of each municipality being requested to be protected, and a
statement that the petitioning municipalities understand that Equalized Value is used for the
purposes of determining tax levy obligations for each petitioner. Validation that the petitioners
understand that Equalized Value is used for the purposes of determining tax levy obligation is
contained in the Petition, and can be found on Page 2, Paragraph 2. The Equalized Values of the
portions of each municipality requested to be protected has been provided by each municipality
directly to staff, and is shown in the table above.
Further, the petitioners confirm in the Petition that they understand:
i. “the actual financial management of operating and capital tax levies of the current District
municipalities and the New Municipalities shall be managed independently for a period of
years until it is agreed by the Board to integrate the operating and capital budgets as one.”
ii. “The District is a fee-for-service District, meaning that it bills responsible parties (citizens,
property owners, businesses, visitors, etc.) for fire and emergency medical services provided
based on a rate schedule approved by the Board and as periodically amended”.
iii. “The New Municipalities agree to annually pass a resolution approving the use of the CPI +
2% exemption by those District municipalities that choose to utilize such”.
e. The petitioners confirmed how capital contributions associated with the building of the new fire
stations committed to within their petition would be allocated within the petitioners, and provided a
copy of their approved Inter-Governmental Agreement (IGA). The information requested is contained
in the Petition, and can be found on Pages 3-4, Paragraph 6 of the Petition, and in the petitioner’s IGA
(Copy attached as Appendix 4)
f.

The petition addresses how fire protection and EMS services will be provided to the petitioning
municipalities, which is proposed to be done by the addition of two new fire stations located within
the petitioning municipalities; and further the petitioning municipalities committed to share in the
costs (capital and operating) of a potential third new station in the Newville area if the District were
to build such a facility. The information requested is contained in the Petition, and can be found on
Page 3, Paragraphs 4, 5 and 7.

g. In regard to a “timeline for petitioner to fulfill its obligations“, The information requested is contained
in the Petition, and can be found on Page 5, Paragraph 14. It states, “The New Municipalities and
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Board shall work together to establish a transition timeline that adequately assures the New
Municipalities that they will have no lapse in fire protection or EMS paramedic service coverage while
switching coverages from the Milton Fire Department to the District. The New Municipalities shall be
responsible for the costs of any such transition service including, but not limited to, the cost of
staffing, supplies, maintenance, utilities, temporary facilities, etc.”.
Specific to the transition to the new facilities proposed by the petitioner, on Page 3 in both
Paragraphs 4 and 5, the petitioners state, “Based on the transition timeline as set forth below, the
New Municipalities and District may incur transition costs for which the New Municipalities proposes
to be responsible for as determined by a separate agreement, for such transition costs from any date
prior to the completed construction date of the new fire station.”
Finally, understanding that the two new fire station facilities may not be available when the District
would possibly take over fire and EMS protection for the new municipalities, the petitioners state
“The current Milton Fire Department Station shall be made available for use by the District until both
Milton East and Milton West are constructed and operational, or until otherwise determined by the
District. The Milton Fire Department Station shall be available to the District at no cost to the
District.”. This commitment ensures that the District would be able to begin providing fire and EMS
protection at the same level services are being provided today.
The Petition makes several additional commitments above and beyond those included in the District’s
“Procedure to address petition for membership to District” which are not summarized here. The Petition is
attached to this Staff Report as Appendix 3.
Staff finds that procedurally the petitioning municipalities have included all the items identified by the
District in their Petition, as well as additional information above and beyond what was requested that
is helpful in understanding the full nature of the commitments being made by the petitioners.

Soundness
The EFPD District Operating Agreement calls for the soundness of service to be the sole determining factor in
the assessment. Staff recommends that “soundness of service” includes:
 Operational soundness
 Financial soundness
 Governance soundness

Operational Soundness
Operational soundness requires evaluation of two fundamental questions:
1) Will the addition of the petitioners, with the commitments being made as part of the Petition, allow the
District “to provide sound fire protection and EMS services for the petitioner(s)”; and,
2) Will the addition of the petitioners raise any concerns for the District’s ability to continue to provide
sound fire protection and EMS services for the municipalities currently served by the District?
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Both questions have to be answered favorably for Staff to recommend any further consideration of the Petition.
In order to answer these questions, the following three aspects of operational soundness need to be assessed:
1) Response Time and Depth of Response
2) Facilities, Apparatus and Equipment
3) Personnel
During development of the Petition the EFPD staff worked closely with the new municipalities to help them do a
community risk analysis which looked at the volume and location of incidents across the current Milton Fire
Department service area, and analyzed response times from the current Milton, Darien, Delavan, Edgerton, Fort
Atkinson, Janesville, and Whitewater fire stations. “Collision point” maps were developed to help the
municipalities evaluate the best location for one or more proposed new fire stations within the current service
area, as well as to determine what portion of each municipality might be better served by a neighboring fire
department.
“Collision maps” show the point where two vehicles leaving from two starting points, in this case two fire
stations, would meet each other head-on along various routes. “Collision point” analysis also helps a multistation entity determine which station could reach a given address quicker.
Collision Point - Map 1 – Based on locations of the current Edgerton, Fort Atkinson, Janesville, Milton
and Whitewater fire stations, and a theoretical new station in the Highwood/Newville/Mallwood area.
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Collision Point Map 2 – Based on adding a new station on the east side of Milton in the area of East High Street
and State Highway 59 in Milton Township, compared to response times from Darian, Janesville, and Whitewater.
This map also introduced the concept of responses from staffed stations versus paid-on-call stations.

Once collision points were evaluated, attention shifted to evaluating current and projected future demands for
service. In cooperation with Rock County’s Land Information Office and 9-1-1 Center, maps were obtained of all
calls during 2020, the most recent full year’s data available at the time, within the Edgerton and Milton Fire
Department service areas. “Future demands” were discussed and projected, although not shown on the maps
themselves, based on discussions with municipal leaders involved in land use and growth planning.
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Response Data Map 3 – locations of 2020 fire and emergency medical responses:
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Response Data Map 4 – Estimated 5-minute response window (1-minute chute time plus 4-minute drive time)
based on the locations of the current Edgerton Fire Station and the two new proposed Milton Fire Stations.
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Response Time and Depth of Response:
Response Time: For the purposes of evaluating the operational impact of the petitioner’s request on
response time, Staff relies exclusively on NFPA’s 1710 response time guidelines for fire and EMS incidents
which state:

i. For fire incidents - 4 personnel to arrive at a fire scene within five minutes, 90% of the time.
ii. For EMS incidents - First arriving basic life support (BLS) providers should arrive within five
minutes.
Response time is critical in both fire and emergency medical responses for the following reasons:

In the case of fire, fire within a structure doubles in size every 30-60 seconds depending on the type
of structure, building materials, and building design. A fire department’s ability to contain a fire to
the object of origin, space/room of origin, floor of origin, and structure of origin, and more
importantly the survivability of anyone trapped within the structure, is materially impacted by the
length of time it takes for a department to arrive on scene and intercede. The following chart
documents the length of response time, on average nationally, and a department’s ability to
contain the fire.

In the case of a serious emergency medical incident, for every one minute it takes before CPR is
started and defibrillation is preformed (if required), a victim’s chance of survival decreases 7 to
10%.
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The following chart (based on 2079 incidents in 2020) shows that, if the plan is fully implemented, the percentage of
calls that fall within a 5-minute response time remains the same for Edgerton, Johnstown, Porter, and
Sumner, but improve for Albion, Fulton, Harmony, Lima, and both the City and Township of Milton. In the
case of Fulton and Lima, response times could improve significantly.
It is worth noting that, in the urban areas of Edgerton and Milton, we would attain 99% and 100%
respectively of all urban area incidents falling within a 5-minute response window (assuming no more than
two overlapping/simultaneous EMS incidents occurring at the same time).
While Johnstown remains outside the 5-minute response window, it is important to note that they will see
dramatic improvement in overall response times. Response into Johnstown Township will improve an
average of 6 minutes.
Porter and Sumner, because of their positioning on the outer edges of the Edgerton District away from
locations where new facilities are proposed are not affected and will see no change in average response
time.
Table 2 - NFPA 1710 First Unit on Scene in 5-Minutes Projections – 3 Stations (Fire and EMS incidents)
Municipality

Current 5-Minute Response Time Average

Projected 5-Minute Response Time Average
3 Station Model

Albion
Edgerton
Fulton
Harmony

22%
99%
2%
2%

Johnstown

0%

Lima
Milton, City
Milton, Town
Porter
Sumner

0%
83%
31%
0%
0%

No change
No change
No change
17%
0%
(While still outside a 5-minute window, the Township will
see an average 6-minute improvement in overall response
times)
75%
100%
13%
No change
No change
*NOTE 1 – The “Projected 5-minute response time average” assumes
all apparatus assigned to a given station is available in
quarters and able to respond.

Two areas of concern have been identified:
1. The percentage of incidents within a projected 5-minute response window actually decreases for
the Town of Milton, which is directly related to the second area of concern which is;
2. The density of incidents in the Highwood/Newville/Mallwood areas of the Towns of Albion, Fulton
and Milton that lay outside the industry standard 5-minute response window from either the
current Edgerton fire station or the two new proposed Milton fire stations.
This is a concern because of the noticeable density of incidents in this region, and the fact this is an area of
significant growth, meaning the risks associated with the extended response times will only continue to
grow over time. For 2020 there were 207 emergency responses in this region.
The issue is one of square milage. Staff ran multiple-multiple response time maps moving both the current
Edgerton Station and repositioning the proposed new Milton stations with no material improvement.
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Whether now or at some point in the future the current Districts independently, or the new District jointly
will need to look at options to address this area of concern. For the purposes of illustration Staff reran all
response data adding an additional fire station in the Highwood/Newville/Mallwood region. The chart
below shows the result of that exercise:
Table 3 - NFPA 1710 First Unit on Scene in 5-Minutes Projections – 4 Stations (Fire and EMS incidents)
Municipality

Current 5-Minute Response Time Average

Projected 5-Minute Response Time Average
4 Station Model

Albion
Edgerton
Fulton
Harmony

22%
99%
2%
2%

Johnstown

0%

Lima
Milton, City
Milton, Town
Porter
Sumner

0%
83%
31%
0%
0%

29%
No change
50%
17%
0%
(While still outside a 5-minute window, the Township will
see an average 6-minute improvement in overall response
times)
75%
100%
48%
No change
No change
*NOTE 1 – The “Projected 5-minute response time average” assumes
all apparatus assigned to a given station is available in
quarters and able to respond.

As the above chart shows:
- The Town of Albion sees a 7% increase in 5-minute responses;
- The Town of Fulton sees a 48% increase based just on 2020 incident data, and while not shown
would experience a 62% increase based on year-to-date 2022 data; and,
- The Town of Milton sees a 35% increase;
- While no municipality experiences negative response time impacts.
Depth of Response: For the purposes of this assessment Staff again relies exclusively on NFPA’s 1710 depth
of response guidelines for fire and EMS incidents which state:

i. For fire incidents - 14 or 15 people to arrive at a “Full Alarm Assignment” (e.g.: a building with
active fire within) within nine minutes, 90% of the time.
ii. For emergency medical incidents - Advanced life support (ALS) providers on scene within nine
minutes (for serious medical incidents).
The following chart (based on 2079 incidents in 2020) shows that, if the plan is fully implemented, the new District
would have a total of 16 personnel on duty during the day (6am to 6pm), and 11 personnel on duty
overnight (6pm to 6am). This would allow the District to respond “14-15 people” immediately (assuming no
simultaneous calls for service) during the day, and would only require 3-4 paid-on-call personnel to respond
in between 6pm and 6am when they are more readily available. This is a significant improvement over
today where both the Edgerton and Milton Fire Departments need significant numbers of paid-on-call to
respond both day and night; and in reality, rely heavily on mutual aid from surrounding departments to
achieve the 14-15 people benchmark. The only factual data available indicates that the Edgerton Fire
Department took an average of 23 minutes- 24 seconds to have 14-15 people on scene for structure fire
incidents occurring in 2021.
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For EMS incidents, the District would be in a position to achieve both EMS benchmarks 100% of the time,
assuming no more than two overlapping/simultaneous EMS incidents per station service area occurring at
the same time where today that benchmark can only be met for one incident per station service area.
In all cases, the Depth of Response improves.
Table 4 – Depth of Response (personnel) Projections
Municipality

Number of personnel available to respond
immediately today

Projected number of personnel available to
respond immediately

3-7
4
7-11

3-7
8-9
11-16

Edgerton
Milton
Total

Facilities, Apparatus and Equipment:
Facilities – The evaluation of soundness, including the projected response times and depth of response are
based on the petitioners committing to build two new fire station facilities at locations within the petitioning
municipalities’, referred to as “Milton – East” and “Milton – West”.
Specifically, the petitioners state on Page 3:
Paragraph 4 – “The New Municipalities shall contribute and convey, without charge, a new Milton East
fire station to the District upon completion of construction. The District will not incur any initial capital
expenditure related to this station. The Milton East station shall be located on East High Street in the
Town of Milton and be built to standards as approved by the District.”; and,
Paragraph 5 – “The New Municipalities shall contribute and convey, without a charge, a new Milton
West fire station to the district upon completion of construction. The district will not incur any initial
capital expenditure relating to the station. The Milton West station shall be located in the area of S. John
Paul Road and High Street in the City of Milton, or if the City is unable to obtain land in this area, upon
the site of the current Milton Fire Department Station and be built to standards as approved by the
District.”.

Apparatus - The petitioners state in their petition, Page 2, Paragraph 3, “The City of Milton and Town of
Milton will acquire firefighting and emergency medical related assets upon the termination of an
Intergovernmental Agreement between the Town of Milton and City of Milton related to the Milton Fire
Department. The Town of Milton and City of Milton shall contribute and convey all such assets to the District
for use by the District.”.
Staff has worked with the current Milton Fire Department administration to compile the following summary
of apparatus that would be conveyed to the District:
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Table 5 – Apparatus Summary
Unit
Year
Make
1310
2016
Pierce
1311
2005
Pierce
1331
2010
Rosenbauer
1340* 2011
Ford
1341
2015
Ford
New* 2022
Ford F550 4WD
1351
2010
Zodiac
1352
2007
Polaris
1360
2000
International
1361
2007
International
1371
2014
Chevrolet 3500
1390
2009
1391
2018
1392
2007
Chevrolet Blazer
Batt13 2020
Chevrolet Tahoe

Type
1500 gpm Rescue/Engine (750 gal)
1500 gpm Engine (1000 gal)
105’/2000 gpm Quint (500 gal)
Ambulance
Ambulance
Ambulance
12’ Inflatable water rescue boat (30hp)
Ranger ATV w/ 50 gpm pump (50 gal)
3500 gal Tender w/ 200 gpm pump
3500 gal Tender w/ 200 gpm pump
Brush 200 gpm (250 gal)
Utility – Pickup
Utility – Pickup
Staff vehicle
Command

Age

Replacement
2036
2025
2030
2021
2025
2036
TBD
2020
2020
2027
2027
2022
2031
2022
2030

*The current Ambulance 1340 has been identified as requiring replacement due to age and condition, and the City
and Township of Milton have authorized the Milton Fire Commission to enter into a purchase agreement with
Foster Coach to purchase a replacement ambulance utilizing the EFPD ambulance specifications; i.e.: an
ambulance built to the same specification as the new ambulance currently on order by the EFPD.

If the District proceeds with negotiations with the petitioners, prior to actual negotiation staff recommends
that the District have its maintenance contractor conduct a complete evaluation of the petitioners’
equipment and apparatus, at the petitioner’s expense, so that the need to address any insufficiencies can be
part of the negotiations process.
Apparatus Evaluation Summary:
 The petitioners are providing a sufficient quantity of usable apparatus to provide sound fire and EMS
service to the areas defined in the Petition, without the District needing to expend any
unanticipated funding.
 The age range of the apparatus being provided should, pending the in-depth mechanical assessment
noted above, allow for a manageable replacement distribution; i.e.: Staff does not see any concerns
about replacements being bunched together such that they would cause problematic financial
concerns.
 The only apparatus that is reaching its end-of-life is Ambulance 1341, and the City and Town of
Milton have already signed a purchase order for its replacement.

Equipment - The petitioners state in their petition, Page 2, Paragraph 3, “The City of Milton and Town of
Milton will acquire firefighting and emergency medical related assets upon the termination of an
Intergovernmental Agreement between the Town of Milton and City of Milton related to the Milton Fire
Department. The Town of Milton and City of Milton shall contribute and convey all such assets to the District
for use by the District.”.
Staff has worked with the current Milton Fire Department administration to compile the following summary
of major categories of equipment that would be conveyed to the District:
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Table 6 – Equipment Summary
Category
Year
Make
Air Packs
2016 MSA
Spare Bottles
2016 MSA
RIT Packs
Face Pieces
Air Compressor
PPE

Radios

2016
2016
2002

MSA
MSA
MAKO
Cairns
Reaxtion

2021 Harris
Multi Kenwood

Type
MSA-G1 4500psi low profile (26)
4500psi low profile composite
(26)
MSA (2)
MSA (50)

60 sets

Portable radios (15)
Portable radios (20)

Age
6
6
6
6
20

Replacement

TBD

5 or
less
1
2023-2024

Equipment Evaluation Summary:
 The petitioners are providing a sufficient quantity of usable equipment to provide sound fire and
EMS service to the areas defined in the Petition, without the District needing to expend any
unanticipated funding.
 The age range of the equipment being provided should allow for a manageable replacement
distribution over time; i.e.: Staff does not see any concerns about replacements being bunched
together such that they would cause problematic financial concerns.
 The evaluation does note that certain categories of current Milton Fire Department equipment are
manufactured by different manufacturers than that used by the current Edgerton Fire Department.
Staff feels the differences do not create a problem, and can be addressed over time as components
reach the end of their usable life.
Staff finds that the petitioners are committing to provide sufficient facilities, apparatus, and equipment
necessary to provide sound fire and EMS protection to the petitioning municipalities.

Personnel – The petitioners understand the EFPD will need to follow defined EFPD hiring processes to fill open
positions for full-time, part-time, paid-on-call, paid-on-premises, intern, and support employees, so “personnel”
is not addressed in the Petition.
Independent of the Petition, EFPD Staff has been in contact with current Milton Fire Department (MFD) staff to
make sure existing MFD staff knows if the petitioning process moves forward favorably, they will all be
encouraged to submit applications to join the EFPD.
Overall, personnel is one of THE most significant advantages presented by the Petition. Nationally, statewide,
and locally, the availability of personnel is the most significant challenge facing the fire and EMS service today. A
lack of new talent entering the labor pool, the aging of the existing labor pool, and reduced availability of on-call
personnel compound upon each other to make the traditional volunteer and paid-on-call staffing models
difficult to rely on. That said, neither Edgerton or Milton are large enough, or have the financial resources, to
evolve to a full-time model; therefore, maintaining a viable combination full-time/paid-on-call labor pool is
critical. And potentially combining the resources of the two existing departments offers that possibility.
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Further, once possibly combined, the post-combination advantage is even more significant by providing a bigger
pool of full-time and paid-on-call/premises resources to draw from across a broader geographic area; and, it
helps cut down on the “competition” that exists today where we are both competing to hire the same
resources, and stealing personnel from each other.
Finally, the model being proposed by the petitioners would add one additional full-time management resource
to the District, add one additional full-time administrative support resource, and add one additional part-time
training resource.
Table 7 – Personnel Summary
Classification
Chief – PT
Full-Time – Shift
Full-Time – 40 Hr
Part-Time/POC/POP
Support

Quantity
1
3
1
44
1

Staff finds that operationally, the commitments made in the Petition:
1) Would enable the District can provide a sound and improved level of fire and EMS protection
to the new proposed areas;
2) Would actually enhance the soundness and level of fire and EMS services to the current areas
protected by the District;
3) Would dramatically improve and enhance the District’s ability to deliver a constant level of
service through having a larger labor pool of both full-time and paid-on-call/premises
personnel to draw from; and,
4) With the model that has been proposed as part of the petitioning process, would proportionally
grow the number of District management and support positions to allow for effective management
of an increased sized District.

Financial Soundness
Operating Budget Evaluation (on the current EFPD municipalities) The financial impact of accepting the petitioner’s request on the District’s Operating Budget, and expanding
sound fire and emergency medical service to the areas as proposed assumes that:
1. The Petitioners approve all financial requirements of the current District Operating Agreement, or a
modified agreement that does not substantively change the financial terms and conditions of the
current Agreement;
2. The Petitioners approve language in a new (final) District Operating Agreement that includes the
provision that “the actual financial management of operating and capital tax levies of the current
District municipalities and the New Municipalities shall be managed independently for a period of
years until it is agreed by the Board to integrate the operating and capital budgets as one.”; and,
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3. The petitioning municipalities fund the level of service proposed in the Petition at the level proposed
(Refer to NOTE 2 below).
If approved and funded as described above, the financial impact on the new District allows for an estimated
$409,401 in common operating expenses to be shared by all 10 municipalities plus any contract for service
municipalities, growing to an estimated $427,965 in the 5th year. These costs are currently being paid
exclusively by the current 5 EFPD municipalities.
Assuming a 50/50 split of most common operating costs (one cost is split 33/66%) between the existing and new
municipalities, the estimated savings to the current 5 EFPD municipalities ranges between $179,939 in the first
year to $200,950 in the fifth year.
Table 8 – Common Cost Projections
Estimated Common Operating Costs
Year
Year 1
$409,401
Year 2
$413,939
Year 3
$418,545
Year 4
$423,220
Year 5
$427,965

Estimated savings to existing municipalities

$179,939
$194,506
$196,622
$198,770
$200,950

NOTE 2: Failure or inability of the petitioning municipalities to fund the level of service proposed in the
Petition does not immediately mean the District would not be able to provide sound fire and emergency
medical services to the petitioners; but would require further evaluation of operational, financial and
governance soundness.
NOTE 3: One impact municipalities that utilize the CPI+2% exemption allowed under Wis.Stat. 66.0602(3)(h)2.a.
is that in the budget year the new municipalities would enter the District the overall operating budget total
would increase such that it will put the District outside the maximum threshold allowed, and therefore
municipalities would not be able to utilize the CPI+2% exemption that year. This is a one-time impact in the year
where the new District first operates under a single budget, unless the municipalities appeal to the Wisconsin
Department of Revenue for an exemption for that year.
Capital Budget Evaluation (on the current EFPD municipalities) The financial impact of accepting the petitioner’s request on the District’s Capital Budget, and expanding sound
fire and emergency medical service to the areas as proposed also assumes that:
1. The Petitioners approve all financial requirements of the current District Operating Agreement, or a
modified agreement that does not substantively change the financial terms and conditions of the
current Agreement;
2. The Petitioners approve language in a new (final) District Operating Agreement that includes the
provision that “the actual financial management of operating and capital tax levies of the current
District municipalities and the New Municipalities shall be managed independently for a period of
years until it is agreed by the Board to integrate the operating and capital budgets as one.”; and,
3. The petitioning municipalities fund the level of service proposed in the Petition at the level proposed
(Refer to NOTE 2 below).
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If approved and funded as described above, the financial impact on the new District allows for an estimated
$15,062 per year in common capital expenses to be shared by all 10 municipalities plus any contract for service
municipalities. These capital costs are currently being paid exclusively by the current 5 EFPD municipalities.
Assuming a 50/50 split of the common capital costs between the existing and new municipalities, the estimated
savings to the current 5 EFPD municipalities is $7,531 per year.
NOTE 4: Failure or inability of the petitioning municipalities to fund the level of service proposed in the
Petition does not immediately mean the District would not be able to provide sound fire and emergency
medical services to the petitioners; but would require further evaluation of operational, financial and
governance soundness.

Overall Financial Evaluation (on the current EFPD municipalities) -

Staff finds that financially, the commitments made in the Petition, if funded by the petitioners at the
proposed levels:
1) Are sufficient to provide the level of service described in the Petition; and
2) Would generate $179,939 in operating budget savings in year one, growing to $200,950 in year
five, for the 5 existing EFPD municipalities: and,
3) Would generate $7,531 in capital budget savings each year over the first five years for the 5
existing EFPD municipalities.
An amount of funding that would allow the existing municipalities to:
-

Ease yearly pressure on the existing operational budget;
Add additional needed resources not currently possible under current levy limits; and,
Offer meaningful wage increases to existing District employees to lessen competitive differentials
with other fire and emergency medical service providers in the area.

Governance Soundness
From the perspective of soundness, the current District Operating Agreement is sound as defined in generic
terms defined by Oxford English Languages, meaning, “being based on valid reason or good judgement”, and
the petitioners state in their Petition on Page 1, Paragraph 1, in part, “…. the New Municipalities hereby agree
to all the terms set forth in the District Operating Agreement.”; however, the proposed and potential future
size of the District does raise some concern about the future soundness of the Agreement in its current form.
Specifically, the current Agreement states in Paragraph V (A), in part, “The number of representatives of each
signatory shall be the following”, and then describes 1 or 2 regular member and 1 or 2 alternate member per
signatory.
Staff raises the concern that as the District gets larger, and potentially larger still in the future, a single Board of
Commissioners made up of 11 or more voting members may not be appropriately representative or efficient:
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Given the ten municipality Board that would be created by acceptance of the Petition is made up of
demographically different municipalities in size, in growth dynamic, and in base characteristic, it is possible
that decision making could become less representative; and,
Given regularly bringing 22 individuals, 11 regular members and 11 alternates together as a group may be
operationally inefficient;
Staff recommends the Board, as part of potential negotiations with the petitioners, explore alternative governance
structures.

Staff finds that the petitioners are agreeing to the governance model contained in the current District
Operating Agreement, but caution the Board that the current model may not represent a sound model
going forward given the potential size of the future District Board. Therefore, Staff recommends the
Board, as part of potential negotiations with the petitioners, explore alternate governance structures.

Staff Recommendation
EFPD Staff finds that properly integrated, with the commitments made by the petitioning entities, the
expansion of the District as proposed will provide an improved level (soundness) of fire and emergency
medical service to the proposed new areas, while also improving the level (soundness) of fire and emergency
medical service to the existing areas covered by the District; operationally and financially.
While this assessment looks primarily at current service levels, it is important to note that certain
municipalities are seeing growth which will add to the stress placed on the current service models, and while
difficult to project, the increased staffing levels and distribution of fire/EMS resources over a broader area
associated with the proposed new District will help significantly in ensuring the current Edgerton and Milton
area municipalities can address future demands for service over the next 5-10 years.
From a governance perspective the petitioners have clearly stated in their petition they “hereby agree to all
the terms set forth in the District Operating Agreement”; which on the surface would suggest a sound
proposal; but EFPD Staff cautions the District Board that considerable thought and effort needs to be
undertaken to think through the governance of a potentially much larger District, and if pursued, in the
crafting of a new Agreement.
Having found that the petition provides for an improved level (soundness) of fire and emergency medical
service to the proposed new areas, an improved level (soundness) of fire and emergency medical service to
the existing areas covered by the District, sets both the current EFPD municipalities and the petitioning
municipalities up to handle increases in service demands over the next 5-10 years, and presents potentially
significant financial advantage to both the current EFPD and the petitioner, with the belief the leaders of
today can follow in their founders footsteps of rationally crafting a new Agreement that will carry the District
forward for the next 30-years and beyond, EFPD Staff recommends the District Board of Commissioners move
forward with:
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-

determining how the current Agreement will need to be updated and modified; and then proceed
with;
entering into negotiations with the petitioners on a new Agreement for presentation to all
municipalities involved for approval.

Suggested amendments to the District Operating Agreement should the District
Board enter into negotiations with the petitioners:
This section goes paragraph-by-paragraph through the current EFPD District Operating Agreement and makes
suggestions on terms that would need to be updated or negotiated as part of the process of drafting a new District
Operating Agreement. Some updates are procedural and straight forward, others may involve negotiation with the
petitioners.
GLOBAL QUESTION
To embody the intent of the December,1992 Amendment to the Agreement, do we take this
opportunity to universally change any reference to “trustee” or “trustees” to “commission” or
“commissioners”?
I.

AUTHORIZATION.
Paragraph I needs to be updated as recommended by Legal Counsel to align with current Statute
numbering, and should read, “This Agreement is entered into pursuant to the provisions of s. 60.55,
60.555, 60.565, 61.34, 66.044 66.0609 and 66.0301 Wis. Stats.”

II.

NAME AND AREA.
Paragraph II will need to be updated to add the name(s) of new signatory municipalities to the
Agreement, but Staff suggests the Board consider removing the inclusion of specific Section numbers,
and add language that allows the District to attach or detach portions of signatory municipalities under
paragraph XI without requiring all signatory municipalities needing to pass Resolutions to attach or
detach Sections, possibly with some thresholds.

III PURPOSE AND INTENT
A. Minor change suggested in sub-paragraph A. Staff suggests the sub-paragraph read, “This
AGREEMENT is entered into for the purpose of providing fire protection and emergency medical
services within …..”
IV. DISPOSITION OF PRESENT EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
Question – Does this section need to be reworded to accommodate the provisions of the Petition
related to assignment of ownership of assets, equipment and the new stations?
V. BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
The question of governance structure needs to be discussed and resolved before any recommendations
can be made related to Paragraph III.
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If it is decided that the District retain the concept of a single-layer governance structure with each
signatory having one (1) regular and one (1) alternate, except for the City of Edgerton which shall have
two each, the update to paragraph V sub-paragraph A is very straight forward. In that case Staff
suggests striking sentence five, “The number of representatives for each signatory shall be based upon
the population of said municipalities.”, as well as striking sub-sub-paragraph 2, “Change in Number of
Representatives. The number of representatives for any signatory may, from time to time, change as
the population of said municipal entity changes.” The current agreement provides no timeline or
process for such periodic change other than full renegotiation and amendment by each municipality,
and in practice over the first 30-years the tenant has never been pursued.
If it is decided that the District evolve to some type of multi-layered governance structure, Paragraph III
will need to be addressed in entirety, including sub-paragraphs “A. Membership”, “B Vacancies”, and
“C. Organization”.
VI.

MEETINGS
Depending on the outcome of the governance structure above, Paragraph VI may or may not require
modification.

VII.

FISCAL MATTERS
Staff does not suggest any significant updates to the basic structure of Paragraph VII, except under subparagraph A. where Legal Counsel is recommending the following second paragraph be added. “The
parties understand that the actual financial management of operating and capital tax levies of the
original District municipalities and subsequent member municipalities shall be managed independently
until the new member municipality[ies] are operating equally as to the imposition and collection of
service fees. Until such time as that occurs, new member municipality[ies] shall provide an annual
equalized payment from their own tax levies.”

VIII. POWERS OF THE TRUSTEES.
No suggested changes.
IX.

POWERS OF THE FIRE CHIEF.
No suggested changes.

X.

PROCEDURE FOR SELECTION OF FIRE DEPARTMENT OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL.
The language contained in the current agreement was crafted at a time when the department was
staffed primarily by volunteer employees, and in an era when members’ status would be voted upon by
the other members of the department. Both are no longer valid or generally accepted practices. Staff
suggests Paragraph X be updated to read:
The Fire Chief shall from time to time propose organizational structures that include certain types
and numbers of officers, as well as establish guidelines for the selection of such officers; both to be
approved by the Board of Trustees.
Hiring, firing and discipline of District employees shall generally follow the concepts outlined in 62.13
Wis. Stats. In the event of a conflict between the language of Chapter 66 or existing District Policy
and 62.13 Wis. Stats., in all cases the language of Chapter 66 or existing District Policy shall take
precedence.
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XI.

ATTACHMENT AND DETACHMENT FROM THE EDGERTON FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT.
The District’s Legal Counsel has proposed multiple ways to potentially revise the language of Paragraph
XI. Staff suggests the District consider the following modifications to sub-paragraph C of Paragraph XI:
C._ A signatory to this Agreement may at any time after having given a sixty (60) day notice to the
Secretary-Treasurer, withdraw from this Agreement, provided that such withdrawal will not alleviate
said party intending to withdraw from the Agreement from their responsibilities to pay any preexisting indebtedness incurred by the Edgerton Fire Protection District. Said withdrawal by a party to
this Agreement shall be paid its’ pro rata share of the assets of the Edgerton Fire Protection District,
less depreciation incurred while said municipality was a member of the Edgerton Fire Protection
District. A withdrawal by a party to this Agreement shall not entitle the withdrawing party to its pro
rata share of the capital assets, including real property, of the District that said municipality shared in
the funding the associated debt service, less depreciation incurred, while the municipality was a
member of the District, unless mutually agreed to by the District and the withdrawing party. Any
reimbursement for disbursement associated with real property not required for continued service
delivery to the remaining members of the District shall be subject to mutual agreement at the time of
the withdrawal. For the purposes of this Agreement, said assets do not include the fire equipment
donated to the Fire District by the City of Edgerton.
Staff suggests also striking the last sentence (highlighted in purple) which was part of the Agreement at
the creation of the District in 1992, and is no longer valid. The District no longer owns or utilizes any of
the assets donated by the City of Edgerton in 1992, and the presence of the language going forward
only leads to possible arguments of precedence by potential new members of the District in the future.

XII.

DISSOLUTION.
Staff suggests one minor but substantive addition to the dissolution language to protect members from
actions of a sub-set of members that would potentially cause significant operational and financial
hardship, especially for smaller members of the District:
“XII. _ DISSOLUTION. In the event that the signatories of the Town Boards and City Councils, as
member municipalities of the Edgerton Fire Protection District, should unanimously agree determine
to dissolve said Fire District at any future date, upon unanimous joint action of said signatories, said
Fire District shall be dissolved and the respective properties and equipment transferred to of said
Fire District, shall immediately revert back to the original donor thereof, the City or Townships or any
combination thereof, as the case may be, for the use by the City Councils and the Town Boards. In
the event the Fire District is dissolved in accordance with this provision, assets based on the Fair
Estimated Market Value of the equipment and real property within the affected political boundaries,
shall be distributed to the respective Boards and Councils of the signatory municipal bodies based on
unanimous agreement of the municipalities. In the event the signatory municipalities cannot
unanimously agree on the distribution, all signatories agree to jointly fund by their proportion of
equalized value of the District, arbitration to resolve.“

XIII. COMPENSATION.
No suggested changes.
XIV. AMENDMENTS.
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Staff suggests the following minor grammatical modification to Paragraph XIV.:
“XIV. AMENDMENTS. The signatory Townships and City Councils may from time to time, while in
joint session, alter, amend or rescind and provision …..”

Appendix
Appendix 1
Appendix 2
Appendix 3
Appendix 4
Appendix 5
Appendix 6

Original 1992 Edgerton Fire Protection District (EFPD) District Operating Agreement
Current Edgerton Fire Protection District (EFPD) District Operating Agreement as
Amended through the years
Procedure to address petition for membership to District
Petition to join the Edgerton Fire Protection District filed by the City of Milton and
Townships of Harmony, Johnstown, Lima and Milton
Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) between the City of Milton and Townships of
Harmony, Johnstown, Lima, and Milton
Rock County Fire Service Area Map, Collision Point Maps, and Station Location Response
Time Maps
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